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as a necessary enhancement to the agility requirements of the modern battlefield, but
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between the current philosophy behind engineer force design and the concept that
permanent combined arms teams should be formed at the brigade/regimental level. The
final and only relevant arbiter of this issue and the many others involving h-FUkC ,
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E-FORCE: HOW AGILE IS IT? by MAJ Kerry K. Pierce, USA, 51 pages.

/This monograph analyzes the proposed engineer reorganization ateivision
level - E-FORCE - in light of the modern battlefield's requirement for agile
combined arms formations.) The study first examines the theoretical basis and
importance of tactical Wgility and its implications for the combat engineer.
From this discussior->Jhree factors - mobility of engineers, capability to
alter terrain over time, and command and control - are singled out as the key
determinants of the ability of engineers to enhance agility. The monograph
assumes that the operations of the U.S. Army's armored divisions in France and
Germany during 1944-45 provide appropriate examples of the complexity and
intensity of conflict envisioned by Airland Battle doctrine in FM 100-5. -

Included in the historical section is a brief account of the engineer
experiences of the Germans and Russians on the Eastern Front. As a result of
this analysis of engineer operations, $everal deficiencies in the engineer's
ability to enhance tactical agility are-presented, most of which were also
reported by the Army's official study of its conduct of the Second World War,
the General Board.

The monograph continues by describing current engineer doctrine and
capability to support the agility needs of the Heavy Division and compares it
with the previously identified deficiencies in the areas of mobil it',,
capability to alter terrain, and command and control. The organizational
changes associated with E-FORCE are seen as significant;, improving the combat
engineer's ability to speed up the tempo of combined arms operations. The
monograph then discusses further enhancements which the author recommends that
E-FORCE should adopt in order to achieve the most favorable contribution
towards agility. These include greater mobilit' for specialized engineer
equipment, greatly enhanced minefield breaching capability, more extensive
intelligence and reconnaissance capability within the E-FORCE S-2 section,
improved communications throughout the engineer force structure, and a change
in doctrine to speed up the entire obstacle planning and executcn sequence.
"The monograph concludes by endorsing E-FORCE as a necessary enhancement to the
agility requirements of the modern battlefield, but suggests that it does not
go far enough. E-FORCE, in fact, represents the middle ground between the
current philosophy behind engineer force design and the concept that permanent
combined arms teams should be formed at the brigade/regimental level. The
4inal-*.tdonly relevant arbiter of this issue-and the many others involving
E-FORCE is its impact on the agility of the division.
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SECTION I: INTRODUCTION

Those who have attempted to describe in a single phrase
the tactics of the most complex war in history refer to
WW II as "an air war," "a mechanized war," "an amphibious
war," and most inclusively, "a mobile war." Because its
military campaigns accented movement, whether by air, by
sea, or by land, and because the primary combat mission
of the Corps of Engineers is to aid or impede movement,
JW II has also been called "an engineer war." I

Airland Battle doctrine stresses combined arms ooerations
over large areas. Its four tenets - agility, initiative,
depth and synchronization - accentuate the role of the
combat engineer on the modern battlefield. This comes at
a time when combat engineers are at A watershed. The Arm,' has
embraced a new 'warfight' doctrine that stresses maneuverability
and is equipping with more mobile and lethal fighting systems.
Yet, the combat engineer - the man who converts mobility to
maneuverability - finds himself supporting a rapidly
modernizing battlefield with a cumbersome World War I!
organizational architecture and antiquated equipment. In
short, today's combat engineers are the weakest link in the
battlefield combined arms team. 2

According to MG Richard S. Kem, commandant of the Engineer School,

combat engineers have not kept pace with the mobility demands of mod:ern

warfare. He concludes that, "If the Army is going to execute Airlard

Battle doctrine ... then engineers must be truly available at the FLOT

(Forward Line of Own Troops) - ready to obtain freedom of m;rieuver -

3
agility - for the ground force." In response to this deficiency, the

Engineer School is developing a comprehensive plan known as E-FORCE to

reconfigure engineer assets throughout the battlefield. This new

organizational concept integrates the needs of Airland Battle doctrine,

- -



observations from exercises like those at the National Training Center and

REFORGER, analysis of worldwide engineer requirements, and the
4

opportunities of new equipment productivity. The purpose of this paper is

to determine if the E-FORCE proposal adequately addresses the battlefield

imperative for agility.

This study will first examine the theoretical aspects of tactical

agility, especially from a combat support perspective. With this

theoretical foundation, engineer support to armored divisions in the

European Theater of Operations (ETO), World War II will provide the

laboratory in which to analyze the agility' contributions of ccmbat

engineers. Field Manuals of that period describe the support doctrine.

while after-action reports and selected unit histories discuss actual

procedures as modified by the realities of combat. A brief look at the

experiences of the German and Russian armies on the Eastern Front will

round out the historical discussion.

Following the war, engineer doctrine and organization were studied in

great detail and several recommended changes were published b,,, the General

Board, U.S. Forces European Theater (USFET). Their important study

summarized the key deficiencies of engineer support to di'isionc and corps

and underscored the agility related lessons learned frcm the war.

The paper will then review current doctrinal engineer support to the

Heavy Division and analyze the proposed E-FORCE in light of the identified

historical deficiencies in tactical agility. It will conclude with some

suggested areas for agility enhancement not specifically addressed by

E-FORCE.

In order to limit the scope of the paper, the following constraints and

-2-.
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assumptions will apply:

1. The analysis focuses on a mid to high intensity conflict, jhih i
according to FM 100-5 may be very short and violent.

2. Engineer support to Light Divisions, Airborne Divisions, and "r

Assault Divisions is not addressed.

3. The study is concerned with combat engineering at the tactica le, el,

hence engineer support to the COMMZ (Communications "one) is not

addressed.

4. Detailed analysis of agility in river crossing, reorganization is

infantry, and amphibious operations is not consiaerec.

5. The battlefield realities of ETO and the Eastern Fro- :urirn -,e

Second World War provide numerous examples of the Kind of *cmoat

envisioned in Airland Battle doctrine.

6. Engineer support to the armored division in World IJar II Ii

emphasized because the latter most closely resembles the Heavy

Division of today, in terms of both structure an, reu-rement 4nr

agile combat support. U

-3-
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SECTION II: TACTICAL AGILITY: A THEORETICAL BEGIIt4ING

Speed i _ the essence of war. Take

an" arn oe c- te rerri:' s unpreparednes ;
a vel b', ,ne hected routes and str'ke

him ,hee he has taken no precautions. 5

IL

" 'i''h 3'jr, EZ V' - i:> -nc,.: e n~e, ac".om e ,;t necep t - ;ar,

Suton acc e i that ,e rec:cariize Zar~d mcueert .- the /e.

tatteel means o che-,ng surpIc.e it thepcntcfattk. hi.s, in

short, or e -.4 the commander c tct c al means of -deception. FM 1 C0-5

desr ,Des tn a asset as agil ity, and defires it as, "tre a ti i o
._5

tr enal -* -r to 3ct ;atr. thar, t e enemy." Te, army s capstone 'hc;... to

fight' manual continue-, a lIt' is the first requisite for _e!ziv Q and

nolding the initiat ive," 7,i k ng it the only tenet of Airland Eattle

doctrine Ahich determines another. The method here sounds very much li ke

Sun T u, but the desired ern d, _e:: rig the ini ti IIS,, Pure

Clausewi tz ian. For this iGlerman theorist . ar ,as a struggle c .. s,

object be ing to impose or e ", 1 upon the other. The s-llogism #:r u-Jcce--sC,

then, runs as follows: agility is required to secure the initiat,,e, I,.;hich

enables an army to app ' combt p,-,.er at crI tI c l points ot enem 'e.kre.s

which is an essential means of imposing one's will on an adversary.

Agility Involves quickness, speed, and nimbleness. It Is a fundamental

4 -
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concern for any army, but particularly one which is outnumbered. In

theory, firepower alone cannot defeat greater numbers unless the firepower

differential is tremendously skewed. All other things being equal, mass

eventually overwhelms a smaller adversary in a war of attrition. This is

especially true in a protracted conflict where the learning curve

phenomenon can correct earlier deficiencies in the military system.

Although Lee achieved great victories in the early years of the American

Civil War, the Union was able to adjust its leadership and tactics to the

point where mass eventually decided the issue.

Success, especially for the outnumbered side, depends heavily upon

finding a way to strike a portion of the enemy's force with the bulk of

one's own, or at least create opportunities for the inferior force to

achieve local numerical advantage. Agility is an essential means to

accomplish this. Repeated instances of agile engagements not only reduce

the enemy's numbers, but also contribute to the disruption of his cohesion

and command and control. The cumulative effect of this methodology

establishes the conditions for great victories. In itself agility offers

little, but in concert with firepower and good generalship it contributes

to battlefield success.

The complexities of modern warfare also make it essential to approach

the subject of agility from a combined arms perspective. There are some

who will insist that agility of the whole is not necessarily related to

each component arm's agility, or put another way, that the force is only as

agile as its least agile member. This argument points out that an

adversary without an air force, for example, places no agility demands upon

friendly air defense units. While this is true in a scenario specific

-5-
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sense, this paper is primarily concerned with the mid-high intensity

conflict which presents the greatest challenge to American arms. A Soviet

style adversary can present a military threat at least as capable as ours,

and demands a highly integrated combined arms organization to confront the

range of capabilities it will pose on the battlefield. In this environment

tactical success is related to the quickness not just of combat elements,

but also of combat support and service support units.

Turning now to the role of the combat engineer which is the focus of

this paper, it is evident that his combat multiplication function is rooted

in the terrain. The traditional engineer missions of mobility,

countermobility, and survivability can be consolidated under the label of

terrain architecture. In this function terrain and time present both

opportunity and impediment to success. The engineer is continually trying

to make favorable use of the terrain while wrestling against the tyranny of

time. In mathematical terms this relation would be expressed as: ENGINEER

AGILITY = f(TERRAIN ARCHITECTURE/TIME). Additionally, because of his

responsibility both to enhance friendly agility and to impede that of the

enemy, the combat engineer is concerned with relative or comparative

agility. All too often an aggressive, offensive-minded commander dismisses

the agility enhancement of countermobility effort when this represents at

least half of the potential for operating faster than the enemy.

Terrain architecture, which is the engineer's stock in trade, is

temporally affected by two different variables. The speed at which

engineer units travel on the battlefield and the capability to alter the

terrain over time both directly affect the ability of engineers to

accomplish their mission swiftly. It would seem that improvements to

-6-



engineer speed and capability are related mainly to physical aspects of

agility, as they involve primarily equipment or technological innovation.

A single bulldozer, for example, can produce more tank ditch per hour than

an entire company of engineers equipped with shovels. Yet this same dozer

must be transported to the work site by a slow moving tractor-trailer

requiring surfaced roads. At the best of times it travels at half the

speed of the maneuver forces. Obviously, a self-propelled dozer with cross

country speed equivalent to that of the combat elements provides a better

contribution to tactical agility.

FM 100-5, however, points out that agility involves a mental dimension

as well as a physical one. The manual describes mental agility as a

continuous reading of the battlefield and the ability to make decisions

quickly. The agile mind is capable of risking commitment without complete

information and adjusting decisions to conform with new information, even
8

if the new data runs contrary to previous assumptions or estimates.

Besides this basic attitude of flexibility, there are many other

manifestations of mental agility. Doctrine, unit SOPs (Standing Operating

Procedures), and concepts of command and control (C2) all affect the mental

apparatus of the military organization and can contribute to a faster pace

of operation.

The commander of the combined arms force must fully understand this two

dimensional aspect (mental and physical) of the myriad of activities within

his organization, not the least of which are those of combat support and

service support elements. In the final analysis, agility in military

operations is achieved to the degree that separate tactical activities can

be quickened and then effectively synchronized with all other related

-7-
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activities.

As already discussed in this paper, the pace of engineer activities is

affected by the speed (mobility) of engineer units and their capability for

terrain architecture. To these we can add a third variable, command and

control, which directly speaks to the integration of physical and mental

capabilities within the engineer unit and of the unit within the larger

mijitary organization. In the historical section which follows, these

three variables form the analytical framework for investigating the

engineer agility experience of World War Two.

p

-8-
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SECTION III: WORLD WAR TWO AND ENGINEER AGILITY

The attrition orientation of World War I had focused engineers on

countermobility, but the advent of a new style of maneuver warfare in 1939
9

would require a shifting of engineer effort towards mobility missions.

Indeed, American engineer doctrine, organization, and. tactical employment

underwent significant changes during the period 1935-44. The chief catalyst

of this almost continuous reorganization was the Chief of Staff of the

Army, LTG Malin Craig (1935-39), whose aim was to exploit the mobility
10

potential of the gasoline engine powered vehicle. This technology seemed

to provide a way to increase the agility of future military operations,

thereby avoiding the stalemate of the trenches.

Major change began with the 1936 reorganization of the Infantry

Division, reducing that large 22,000 man 'square' formation to a three

regiment structure numbering 13,500. The organic engineer regiment was
11

streamlined to a single battalion of 518 soldiers. Engineer strength in

the division would continue to erode with successive changes until it

reached its nadir in December, 1939.

In fact, LTG Craig wanted to eliminate engineers altogether from the

divisional structure, or at least reduce them to a company sized unit. He

argued that early identification of obstacles through reconnaissance would

enable the mobile armored forces to bypass them easily. Engineers would be

employed only in rare emergencies for road repair. In opposition to this

Jk" 6% -Q



view stood the Engineer Board and Engineer School at Fort Belvoir, who were

responsible for mobility doctrine, training, and equipment. They insisted

that vehicles would be more vulnerable to the effects of obstacles and that

more, not fewer roads would be required to take advantage of the increased
12

agility of mechanized forces.

Dramatic events in Europe settled the dispute for a time. The

successful use of combat engineers in the German panzer divisions provided

the model for the American armored engineer battalion which featured a
13

headquarters company, four line companies, and a bridge company. One of

these battalions was organic to each of America's first two armored
14

divisions, formed in July, 1940.

The revitalization of interest in combat engineers resulted, in part,

from a series of articles by Captain Paul W. Thompson who had observed
15

German formations before the war. He analyzed in great detail blitzkrieg

theory and practice and argued for a similar combined arms focus in the

American army.

There is one conclusion...which is incontestable
(and obvious). It has to do with the intimate
coordination which must exist between members of
the combat team. The German blitz campaigns have
demonstrated this fact more forcibly, perhaps, than
it ever before has been demonstrated. And as a
corollary fact, the campaigns have demonstrated that
the engineers are now an elite member of the team. 16

American experience in ETO from 1944-45 was primarily that of an

offensive war. With few exceptions, the lodgement on the continent at

Normandy began a continuous series of offensive engagements which led to

-10- L
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the end of the war in Europe. There were no Kursks or Stalingrads on the

Western Front and American defensive doctrine and tactics were not severely

tested.

Many of the historical observations in this paper, therefore, deal with

offensive agility. American engineer experience in World War II will now

be evaluated in terms of the mobility of engineer units, their terrain

architecture capability, and command and control.

A. NOBILITY

The armored engineer battalions of the armored divisions possessed a far

superior degree of mobility than their sister units at corps and in the

infantry divisions. They employed the same tracked vehicles as armored

infantry troops and were fully supported by wheeled logistical vehicles.

As such, combat engineers were able to match the speed of armored

formations on the battlefield. Attaching engineers to brigade sized Combat

Commands (CCs) helped reduce the time for engineers to arrive at a mission

site. As the need arose for rapid engineer support at even lower levels,

the inherent mobility of these sapper units enabled commanders to push them

down to maneuver battalions without suffering a degradation in the agility

of the entire combat formation.

Unfortunately, mobility is only one component part of the agility

equation. Being able to move sappers quickly is one thing, but being able

to accomplish a combat support mission quickly is something quite

different. Terrain architecture equipment such as the dozer was in short

supply throughout the war. For the most part this equipment was not nearly

01 -



as mobile as the engineer troops and it was not survivable on the European

battlefield. While sappers were responsive to the simple combat

engineering tasks, their pronounced deficiency in breaching capability

hampered the supported combat unit when it ran up against a complex barrier

system. In other words, combat engineers were unable to translate

transport mobility into effective combat maneuverability.

B. TERRAIN ARCHITECTURE CAPABILITY

The United States entered the Second World War with equipment, tactics,

and doctrine based on past experience and a theoretical view of the

battlefield. Although war is an effective catalyst for change, American

production of new equipment and doctrine lagged behind the battlefield

innovations fostered by the necessities of combat. The engineer branch was

certainly no exception to this general trend.

Since World War I, manual labor in the engineer field was slowly

replaced, first by horse drawn implements like the scraper and ultimately

by the mechanized earth mover. In 1923 the first tracked dozer was

introduced in the United States. The army adopted a 7 1/2 ton version in
17

1938 which was to become the workhorse of World War II. While it was slow

and cumbersome, the tremendous increase in terrain architecture capability

it provided more than offset its lack of mobility. The dozer underwent

many modifications throughout the war, including the attachment of an
18

armored cab in 1943 to protect the operator. The Armored Division was

authorized three dozers in the engineer battalion.

The mid-intensity war in Europe and the demands for agility, however,

-12-
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revealed a need for an all-purpose assault breaching vehicle. By late 1943
19

industry had developed a dozer blade for the M-4 tank. It was to see

extensive service throughout the European campaign in 1944-45. Though an

improvement, the tank dozer could not meet the full requirement for

breaching support. The quest for such a piece of equipment was continually

hampered by budget constraints, design difficulties, and disputes over

where to place it in the organizational structure. By the end of the war,

the first two models of a vehicle known as the 'doozit" were belatedly
20

ready for deployment. This versatile piece of equipment was configured

with a dozer blade, a mechanical device for emplacing explosives, and a
21

rocket launcher for assault breaching.

It is interesting to note that the British took an entirely different

track in their development of engineer equipment. Having experienced first

hand the failure of Dieppe, they recognized an imperative for breaching

obstacles under fire. Speed, not perfection, fueled their research and

development, and throughout the remainder of the war their effort produced

a wide variety of specialized breaching equipment. All were mobile,

armored for protection, and specifically geared for a particular type of
22

obstacle.

The American preference for combining several functions on a single

vehicle can perhaps be traced to a lack of urgency fostered by the nature
23

of the unopposed landings in North Africa and Italy. Whatever the reason,

American engineers entered the continent in 1944 without the services of

agile engineer vehicles as compared with their British counterparts.

In the area of tactical bridging, only the armored division received

organic steel treadway bridging, based on that unit's assumed independent

-13-



role and the necessity for speed. All other fixed and floating bridge
24

assets were consolidated at the corps level and above. Even this agility

enhancement, however, was removed by the 1943 reorganization of the armored
25

engineer battalion.

North Africa represented the first trial of American combat arms. Only

the Ist Armored Division saw duty in this theater, but it provided the

experience for all other like units in subsequent campaigns. The major

dilemma facing engineers in Africa was the difficulty in breaching

minefields. The agility of the offense was often reduced to the speed of a

single engineer on foot employing a mine detector. During the Louisiana

maneuvers of 1941, the 16th Armored Engineer Battalion's official history

noted, 'Nearly everything was included except that all important enemy
26

mining which was overlooked completely."

Attempts to restore agility took two forms: better technique and new

technology. Improved methods of mine detection and probing, although

helpful, proved-inadequate for the pace of armored columns. Using

engineers the night before an attack to clear and mark lanes through

minefields was also attempted with some success. The real need, however,

was for an effective breaching device. An explosive breacher known as the

'snake' performed the best. It consisted of sections of pipe filled with

TNT which were assembled by engineers and pushed into the minefield by a
27

tank. Once detonated, it could clear a lane the width of a vehicle.

Unfortunately, mechanical attempts such as the flail tank and the roller

failed to achieve an equal degree of reliability.

In the field of countermobility, many problems surfaced around the

inability to integrate the entire combined arms team towards reducing the
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enemy's agility. At Sidi Bou Sid, for example, C Company, 16th Armored

Engineer Battalion was left alone to guard its own minefield without the

benefit of covering fires from combat units. It was eventually overrun by

attacking German infantry and armor, resulting in the loss of all men and
28

equipment. Engineers also experienced great difficulty in coordinating

the turnover of reserve demolition targets to maneuver units and the

229

marking and recording of friendly minefields.

It was not until 1943 that combat experience began to influence doctrine
30P

and equipment development. The lessons from North Africa and the Eastern

Front helped drive the search for more agile terrain architecture assets.

Very little, however, was accomplished in this area by war's end.

Engineers were simply not equipped to breach obstacles under fire. The

bangalore torpedo, the snake, and the dozer were merely the best of an

inadequate lot. The brief periods of static warfare following the breakout

and pursuit across Europe were not incentive enough to accelerate the

development of the assault engineering vehicles needed to support the

armored division.

C. ENGINEER COMMAND AND CONTROL

During World War II, the Army consisted of Army Ground Forces, Army Air

Forces, and Army Service Forces, all of which maintained engineer units.

The maneuver division, which is the level of focus of this paper, looked to
31

its organic engineer battalion for habitual sapper support.

The armored engineer battalion of the armored division initially
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consisted of a battalion headquarters, headquarters and service company,

four line companies, and a bridge company. Its organization was to change

six times throughout the war, the most significant of which reduced the
32

battalion to just three companies and moved the bridge element to corps.

(See figure I on page 37)

The heart of engineer support to committed divisions lay at corps. The

corps engineer was doctrinally both a staff officer and commander,

responsible for all engineer units assigned to the corps or its subordinate

engineer groups. His role was changed in 1944 to that of staff officer
33

only, but actual practice often ignored the new distinction. Subordinate

to the corps engineer element were two or more engineer combat groups, each

consisting of from two to six engineer combat battalions and smaller
34

units. These battalions were designed to provide the bulk of engineer

support to committed divisions.

As engineer units were pushed forward, their work responsibilities were

35
controlled under one of five doctrinal conditions:

1) Area - responsible for all work in a geographic area.

2) Task - responsible for one or more specific tasks.

3) Combination - responsible for an area, but emphasis on a specific tasK
in that area.

4) Attachment - same as defined today.

5) Support - engineer unit responds to the requests for engineer work by
the supported commander.

Engineer doctrine provided for an engineer company from the armored

engineer battalion to be attached to each brigade sized Combat Command

- 16- m
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(CC), based on the anticipated independent nature of its operations. In

practice this was usually the same company, allowing for close coordination
36

and teamwork within the combined arms CC. The remainder of the engineer

battalion was used to support the division as a whole, while corps provided

additional engineer battalions as needed.

From the Normandy Invasion on, committed divisions, particularly armored

ones, discovered that the division engineer did not have enough resources %

to complete all his tasks. This situation created a recurring theme

throughout the remainder of the war, in which engineer units were

continually pushed well forward. In its advance to the Ardennes in

January, 1945, for example, VII Corps habitually supported each of its
37

divisions with an additional engineer battalion. Indeed, it was normal

for all divisions in contact to have at least one additional engineer

battalion. This requirement for forward pushing of resources became even

more critical after the reduction of the armored engineer battalion to

three line companies in 1943.

The practice of decentralized forward support, however, was in conflict

with a basic engineer desire for flexibility. Because of the scarce nature

of their resources, corps engineers preferred to control support centrally

and allocate it on a need basis to provide more efficiency. This usually

meant that corps units were assigned support relationships instead of

attachment. Armored divisions, however, seldom received support in this

manner. Their independent nature and agility of operations required a more

responsive form of engineer support, hence attachment was normal.It was comm on for the same corps unit to remain attached to an armored

division for long periods, creating a habitual association and teamwork.

- 17 -
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Even further, engineer companies often stayed with the same Combat Command

(CC) in similar extended fashion. In the 4th Armored Division, the 24th

Armored Engineer Battalion usually had the 995th Treadway Bridge Company
38

attached. The 6th Armored Division habitually attached one engineer

company to each CC and most of the time it was the same one. In the 6th

Armored Division's crossing of the Our River in February, 1945, two corps

engineer combat battalions were attached to CCA while a corps battalion and
39

a divisional engineer company were attached to CCB.

In the armored divisions specifically, attachment of engineers

frequently went further down than CC level. In the 4th Armored Division,

an engineer platoon was routinely attached to each battalion sized task
40

force to build bridges at night for tanks and sweep roads in the day. The

6th Armored Division also created two or three combat teas of battalion

size per CC, each with an attached engineer platoon. This bond with

engineer assets was so strong and expected that when a CC was

cross-attached to another unit, it took its support slice, including
41

engineers.

Of 14 operations conducted by 14 armorgd divisions in World War I, over

95% of the time the CC's organization included the attachment of at least

one engineer company. Over 90/ of these times, further subattachment of an
42

engineer platoon to each battalion sized task force occurred.

From this brief look at command and control of engineer units, it is

clear that they were considered vital to the agility needs of the armored

divisions. This recognition was so strong that habitual association became

the norm, creating flexible, integrated combined arms organizations. Speed

of decision and action were further enhanced by the attachment of corps
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engineers, rather than employing them in the support relationship called

for by doctrkine. This practice occurred within a general environment of

engineer scarcity, posing a continual dilemma for engineer and maneuver

commanders. They were pulled between the demands for tactical agility on

the battlefield which required quick responsive support, and the desire to

maintain flexibility of a scarce commodity. The one argued for attachment

while the other demanded centrally controlled support relationships.

Throughout the war, the agility needs tended to overshadow flexibility, at

least in the combat zone.
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SECTION IV: THE EASTERN FRONT EXPERIENCE

Combat engineers made a significant contribution to the agility of

warfare on the Eastern Front. The Germans in particular, recognized the

essential nature of key support arms and felt that they should not be

wasted in secondary or improvised missions. In their postwar evaluations,

several German generals felt that engineers had been used as infantry far
43

too often, and that it was usually a mistake to commit them as such.

According to one analysis of German blitzkrieg tactics, the combat

engineer lay at its heart. The "Pioniere' was a highly trained specialist

who was equipped with a variety of equipment to enhance his ability to
44

speed along advancing armored columns. Armed with flamethrowers, mines,

explosives, smoke generating devices, and barbed wire, the combat engineer
45

accompanied the spearhead of the attack. General construction and repair

of roads were normally left to manual labor units.

Panzer Divisions were the most versatile of the combined arms forces in

the German army and were well suited for offensive action. Extensive

subdivision of these units into battle groups was common practice. The 5th

Panzer Division, for example, habitually organized a battle group around a

rifle regiment, a panzer regiment, engineer company, artillery battalion
46

and a signal element. Close coordination among the arms was made possible

by the radio and constant combined arms training.

The Russians also acknowledged the importance of combat engineers. As a
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result of their setbacks in the Finnish War, however, the Russian High

Command concluded that their force structure was plagued by two critical

problems. Current division commanders were incapable of effectively

orchestrating combined arms forces, and there was an acute shortage of
47

trained sappers.

The solution to this dual problem lay in the creation of independent

Engineer Sapper Brigades. Removal of engineers from the divisional

organization simplified the commander's normal management of combat

operations and also permitted the Army Commander to control centrally a
48

critical, though scarce resource. Although somewhat slow and

unresponsive, this new engineer structure did allow for the concentration

of engineer assets in the defense. Noted for their ability to lay

minefields rapidly, these sapper brigades contributed significantly to the

high casualty rates among attacking German divisions throughout the war on
49

the Eastern Front. By focusing engineers at the point of attack, Russian

commanders were also able to obtain a greater density of offensive support

than armies routinely achieved on the Western Front. Russian units,

however, regained their organic engineer support by war's end. The

emergence of capable commanders and increasing numbers of trained sappers

allowed the Red Army to reestablish its combined arms focus at the

divisional level.
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SECTION V: POSTWAR EVALUATION

Following the war, the U.S. Army established a special committee known

as the General Board. It was chartered to evaluate the American Army's

conduct of the war, with an eye towards improving future organization and
50

tactics. Two of the 132 studies of this analysis group dealt with

engineer considerations: Enaa flraganiza~tLo and Eai.naa1....iCa1

2oliciLas. Many of their recommendations were directed at the agility needs

of the force and how engineers might contribute to more effective support.

There was universal acknowledgement within the engineer studies that the

division engineer lacked the organic assets needed to accomplish his normal
51

missions. ETO experience indicated that each armored division needed at

least two engineer battalions, one divisional and one from corps. In

practice the deficiency was usually corrected by physically locating a

corps combat battalion in the division's area of operations for extended

periods. During the Italian Campaign, the 16th Armored Engineer Battalion

was frequently detached from the idle Ist Armored Division and spent most

of its time reinforcing the engineer units of committed infantry
52

divisions.

To fulfill his responsibility he (the division engineer)
should have permanently under his command all the engineer
means required for all the normal engineer work. He
should have available upon request to higher echelon the
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engineer support necessary to meet any special
requirement. 53

The board recommended the replacement of the divisional battalion with

an engineer regiment consisting of a headquarters and service company and
54

two battalions. The regiment would contain 1443 personnel and maintain
55

some bridging assets within the headquarters. (See figure 2 on page 38)

Not only was this change indicated by historical need, but it was
56

unanimously endorsed by Ist, 3rd, 7th, and 15th armies. Although the

board acknowledged the routine practice of attaching engineers directly to

CCs and even battalion task forces, they felt that recommending a permanent
57

engineer support structure for these forces would be going too far. Yet

the language of the narrative indicated an understanding that such

organization was not only acceptable, but often necessary.

While the board did not directly critique engineer equipment and its

performance during the war, it noted that unit histories and after-action

reports highlighted the slowness with which sappers responded to

battlefield needs. The dozer, tank dozer, and mine detector were indeed,

invaluable assets in the breaching of obstacles, but more agile

alternatives were required for future conflicts. Engineers departed World

War II with the same breaching tools with which they entered it: the mine

detector and the bayonet ptobe.

Even with the formation of engineer regiments at divisional level, the

board recognized the continuing need for corps engineer units. They

provided flexibility and the capability to mass assets at a critical

juncture. The members saw the independent engineer battalion as the proper

sized element for adding support to committed divisions and recommended
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58

that these be maintained at corps under a regimental headquarters.

The practice of pushing corps units forward during the war had created a

mobility problem which the board also recognized. Corps engineers were not

equipped with the same tracked vehicles as their armored engineer

counterparts, degrading their support effectiveness. Depending on the

terrain and speed of the armored advance, corps sappers fell behind and

hence were not able to enhance the tactical agility of the supported force

at the point of attack. By placing more armored engineers in divisions,

the board felt it had addressed this mobility mismatch.

It was in the area of command and control (C2), however, that the board

made its most significant recommendations. As already noted, the lack of

engineers within the division set off a continuous forward movement of

assets throughout the theater. Divisions were obliged to push their

engineer units down to Combat Commands (CCs) and even battalion sized task

forces (TFs). Corps, in turn, sent battalions down to the division. Even

Field Army assets were sent forward, sometimes directly into the divisional

area. Thus, engineers from several echelons became intermingled without a

definite unified engineer commander.

Doctrine held the divisional engineer responsible for all the engineer

work within his area, but did not establish C2 principles to handle the

situation described above. In practice, liaison officers (LNOs) from Field

Army engineer groups or corps battalions went to coordinate with the

divisional engineer, but disagreements were not easily sorted out under the
59

doctrinal support relationships. Cooperation was based more often than

not on temporary arrangements and the parameters of personality. All too

frequently various engineer units were operating within a single geographic
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area under several different command headquarters. An example of how

disaster could result from this dilemma was the Rapido River crossing in

January, 1944. The actual crossing was planned by corps engineers who for

the most part ignored the division engineer, even though he had a better

understanding of the terrain. Actual support to the assault regiments was

provided by corps engineers who responded at times to directives both from
60

the division commander and the corps engineer. Undoubtedly, some of the

blame for the failure that followed can be leveled against a lack of unity

of command.

In addressing this impediment to agile organization, the board asserted

three principles of command and control. First, the unit engineer must

command all engineer troops under direct control of his headquarters.

Secondly, the unit engineer should perform both command and staff

functions. Finally, the unit engineer must be responsible for all engineer
61

operations in his area. These principles were used to justify the

increased divisional engineer assets already mentioned, but they were also

the basis for recommending that the corps engineer command all engineers

assigned to the corps.

The comand responsibility of the corps engineer had been removed from
62

engineer doctrine in December of 1944. It proved to be an univorkable

change and was largely ignored in practice. Corps engineers either

cormanded in fact or exercised control through such innovative arrangements

as %operational control', which had no roots in doctrine.
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SECTION VI: E-FORCEi A BETTER WAY TO INCREASED AGILITY?

As mentioned at the beginning of this paper, the combat engineer of

today is the least agile member of the combined arms team. Since the

Vietnam War, the Army has fielded an entirely new generation of combat

equipment, introduced a new doctrine which emphasizes agility and offensive

action, and created a vigorous battlefield testing ground at the National

Training Center to validate them. Most of the weaknesses of the engineer

system in World War II, however, remain unresolved, and recommendations for

improvement sound vaguely like the words of the General Board of forty

years past. While combat engineers have failed to address World War II

identified requirements, the battlefield environment has continued to

evolve towards greater lethality, speed, and uncertainty.

The Soviets, on the other hand, view the combat engineer as an

indispensable member of the combined arms force and have provided organic

engineer support to all levels down to the regiment, including all

reconnaissance elements. Equipment development has also kept pace with the

demands of battlefield engineering. The Soviet division of today carries
63

with it 20,000 mines armed with a sophisticated array of fuzing devices.

Engineers can lay up to one kilometer of minefield from protected vehicles
64

within ten minutes. Soviet doctrine relies heavily on mining the flank in

the offense and rapidly digging in vehicles at the halt. Scatterable mine

systems and a family of rapid ditching equipment complete an impressive
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list of countermobility assets available to the tactical commander.

As currently equipped, American armored forces cannot counter such

quantity and quality of obstacle creating assets. By some estimates,

friendly units could expend up to a quarter of their vehicles in breaching

the kind of obstacle complex which Soviet engineers could erect in but a
65

few hours. Additionally, combat support and combat service support

elements have no present ability to breach scatterable minefields which

could be placed on top of them. Now more than ever, combat engineers are

essential to the task of translating the increased mobility of armored

forces into genuine maneuverability. Only by doing this can the combined

arms team achieve the agility demanded by Airland Battle doctrine.

The E-Force proposal recognizes the need of focusing upon the combat

zone, especially at the point of attack. Unlike artillery and aviation

which have increased their ranges of fires and support, the combat engineer

still must physically occupy the terrain which he will influence. In order

to accomplish his mission, the engineer must possess the terrain

architecture capability to do the job quickly, achieve a degree of mobility

equal to that of the combat units he is to support, and be fully integrated

into the command and control structure of the combined arms team.

Current doctrine, like the General Board of 1945, recognizes the need

for additional engineer support to the division. This need is articulated

in FM 5-100, Ear _ _o]3_3p f studies conducted by numerous

66
agencies, and the reports of actual field exercises. As in World War II,

most of the additional engineer units come from higher, specifically

Engineer Brigades whic are normally attached to an Engineer Command or the

various Corps Hs. Engineer combat battalions and other engineer units are
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pushed down to the divisions under a variety of command and support

relationships very similar to those used in World War II. In normal

situations engineer support to a single heavy division will consist of five

engineer battalions. For example, the Division 86 Study anticipates a

corps mechanized engineer battalion and a divisional battalion (see figure

3 on page 39) operating in the Main Battle Area (MBA) and Covering Force

Area (CFA), while two corps engineer battalions, a heavy battalion, and two
67

bridge companies provide support as required.

Although the division requires more engineers, it is the way they are

provided which is critical to the attainment of agility. Current doctrine

does provide the division with additional engineer assets, but does so in a

manner which creates serious command and control problems and adversely

affects the agility of the force. Historical experience has shown that

without habitual association the mental agility and teamwork which are

essential to an agile combined arms team cannot be fully developed. This

factor alone can be the critical element in the effort to operate faster

than the enemy.

The E-Force concept, on the other hand, rests upon a common sense

principle in the creation of permanent combined arms entities. If it can

be shown that an organization needs the support of a functional asset for a

majority of its anticipated missions, an excellent case can be made for

attachment. World War II experience and recent observation validate the

notion that divisions routinely need more than one battalion of engineers.

E-Force would provide three organic battalions to the heavy division,

allowing each maneuver brigade to work habitually with an engineer
68

battalion. (See figure 4 on page 40)
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Current pushing of corps assets down to task force level overburdens the

task force engineer who is a second lieutenant at present. He is the least

experienced engineer in the division, possesses no staff, and lacks the

conmunications to coordinate the diverse activities in his area. In short,

he is unable to coordinate and control the various engineer units from

several echelons which might be assigned to his sector. E-Force would

provide an engineer company to the task force commander which eliminates

most of the problems of the current system.

Because engineer units needed by the division would be permanently

assigned to the division, most of the communications, C2, and logistical

problems can be simplified. Under present doctrine, corps engineer

elements sent forward continue to draw their own logistical support from

the Corps Support Command (COSCOM). The realities of time-distance factors,

however, force these nondivisional units to request support from the

Division Support Command (DISCOM) which is not structured to provide it.

Under the E-FORCE concept, all the engineers would belong to the division

and the DISCOM would be organized to provide full support to engineer

activities.

Terrain architecture capability is linked not just to the number of

units but also to the quality of those units: mobility of the engineers,

and their capability to alter the terrain. E-Force couples a new structure

with the introduction of a new family of engineer equipment. Items such as

the M-9 Armored Combat Engineer Vehicle (ACE), Counter Obstacle Vehicle

(COV), Tactical Explosive System (TEXS), and VOLCANO mine dispensing system

represent a significant gain in agility generating potential in both the

offense and defense.
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Summarizing to this point, E-Force addresses many of the shortcomings of

the engineer system in World War II as described by the General Board and

validated by current experience. The proposal provides on a permanent

basis more engineers at the divisional level which is consistent with

mission requirements, logistical constraints, and the necessities of

effective command and control. The fixed arrangement creates habitual

association between engineers and maneuver elements, fostering a more

mentally agile force. Physical agility is enhanced by the increased

terrain architecture capability of the new engineer equipment associated

with E-Force. In light of these enhancements, however, does E-Force

adequately fulfill the battlefield requirements for agility? The following

comments represent some suggested areas where E-Force could go further

towards increasing the tempo of operation of combined arms forces.

Within the combined arms team a mobility differential would still remain

between engineers and combat elements. The question is, how significant is

this disparity? According to Martin Van Creveld, mobility differentials

are not that pronounced in actual combat as only a portion of the maximum
69-'

speed can be utilized on the battlefield. Under E-Force, the M-113

Armored Personnel Carrier would continue to transport the sapper squad, and

while it cannot keep up with the M-1 or M-2 combat vehicle in a battlefield

rush, the speed differential is not critical for most situations. WAhat is

required, however, is rapid obstacle breaching equipment which enables the

combined arms team as a whole to operate at a faster tempo than the enemy.

Most of the terrain architecture vehicles within the E-Force structure are

far less mobile than those which carry engineer personnel. The Combat

Engineer Vehicle (CEV), Armored Vehicular Launched Bridge (AVLB) and
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Counter Obstacle Vehicle (COV) would have great diificulty keeping up with

armored units traveling at only half their maximum combat speed. As in

World War II, mobility of specialized engineer systems continues to be a

major problem.

In the area of terrain architecture, E-Force would remain deficient in

mobility support to the force. Because of our NATO commitment and resource

constraints, engineer focus has been of a defensive or countermobility

nature. Under E-Force, combat elements would enjoy increased ditching

capability through better mechanical diggers and TEXS (Tactical Explosive

System), and more mine laying capability through the VOLCANO system and a

proliferating family of scatterable mines. Given the current Soviet

ability to employ mines and their historic propensity to use them in

massive quantities, however, E-Force requires more enhanced capability to

breach minefields. This is especially true for a doctrine which envisions

bold offensive action to seize the initiative on the Central European

battlefield.

Countermine development is one of the most frustrating examples of

engineer equipment research and procurement over the past twenty years.

The current explosive breaching device, MICLIC (Mine Clearing Line Charge),

is nothing more than an updated version of the World War II 'snake

Neither this device nor proposed mechanical methods adequately address the

requirement for a quick, survivable minefield breacher.

The fields of reconnaissance and communications represent two other

areas of needed enhancement to E-Force. As has been pointed out before,

engineer support has a maximum effective range of zero, requiring time to

achieve its agility related goal. The pace of modern combat demands
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effective prior planning which translates into timely intelligence. The

S-2 section of the divisional E-Force would need to be greatly enhanced

from its scope of operation in the current engineer battalion. If the

divisional engineer is to keep abreast of future battle locales and the

requirements for either obstacle or counterobstacle effort, he must be able

to call upon such intelligence assets as Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RKJs),

satellite data and enhanced engineer scout sections with faster, survivable

vehicles. Timely engineer reconnaissance was the hallmark of the German

Panzer Divisions; it must also become an integrated part of the combat

structure of the current heavy division.

Although not specifically addressed by the E-Force proposal,

communications enhancement would be required in order to take fuli

advantage of the new organization. The current family of radios is totally

inadequate for the pace and distances of battle. Increasing the density of

engineers within the division's area of operation does shorten the

communication range required by engineer units, but a lack of AM capability

and secure radios must be resolved in the future. ,U

Equipment and organization offer many opportunities for increased

battlefield agility, but doctrine goes a long way towards determining how

the entire structure fits together and operates. The current doctrine for

planning a division or corps level obstacle system is a slow and cumbersome

activity which represents one example where a change in doctrine could

improve agility. In recent years there has been a great deal of debate in

professional engineer journals about the need to streamline this system.

Current doctrine stresses the need for a detailed engineer estimate which

forms the basis for assigning engineer assets to the divisicn. In order to
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create such an estimate, tactical units at the battalion level produce

obstacle plans which are then consolidated at division and corps. Besides

justifying the assignment of units, the resulting corps barrier plan forms
76

the justification for allocating engineer materials. In a fast paced

conflict, this up and down procedure is simply too slow.

E-Force to a great extent eliminates the need for detailed engineer

estimates because the required number of engineers for most battlefield

scenarios are permanently assigned to the division. Standard obstacle

packages of barrier materials could be developed and pushed down to

divisions based on a cursory estimate by the corps engineer. The key to

more agile obstacle systems, however, is to integrate a general barrier

plan within a corps concept of operations. One method which has been

suggested is to designate obstacle zones at the corps level. These areas

would be situated astride major avenues of approach and represent the focus

of engineer effort. Tactical commanders assigned sectors within these
71

zones would be responsible for siting and emplacing specific obstacles.

Such a top-down approach to planning not only reduces the time to complete

an obstacle system, but also allows the local commander flexibility in the

exact location of obstacles. The Corps Commander is also able to

communicate his own plan of maneuver at the earliest possible time through

the location of generalized obstacle zones.

Finally, the very idea of E-Force begs the question as to whether the

proposal has gone far enough. In addressing the requirement for more

engineers at division, E-Force also recognizes, as did the General Board of

1945, the utility of habitual association of engineers at even lower

levels. The current size of the heavy division and the lethality of mode'n
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combat systems suggest that the most efficient combined arms organization

may be other than the division. Proposals such as MOD-96 (Maneuver

Oriented Division) which was produced by students from the National War

College and the Industrial College of the Armed Forces point to a more

streamlined division which fights permanently organized RCTs (Regimental
72

Combat Teams) composed of all arms. In the view of this author, MOD-96

represents a further enhancement to tactical agility and allows engineers

to integrate more fully within the combat team. E-Force appears to lie in

the middle ground between full attachment at the brigade level (as under

the Soviet system) and the current organizational structure. This may in

fact represent the omnipresent engineer desire to maintain flexibility of a

historically scarce resource.
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SECTION VI: CONCLUSIONS

E-Force does significantly enhance the tactical agility of combined arms

units, and is an improvement over current organization. While the proposal

does not increase the mobility of engineer units themselves, it does have

an impact on both terrain architecture capability and command and control.

E-Force provides more engineers to the division, but even further, the

increased numbers are more effectively organized around a new family of

engineer equipment. Sub elements like the assault section of the engineer

company are functionally structured to employ agile breaching systems on

the battlefield, while others are equipped to rapidly emplace obstacles.

(See figure 5 on page 41)

The command and control of engineer assets is made easier by providing

battalion headquarters to each of the brigades and as required, company

headquarters to battalion task forces. Not only are these more capable

elements for coordinating activities, but they will be the same ones all

the time. Habitual relationships can provide for common operating

procedures, integrated training, and a reduction of the personality

turbulence associated with current task organization methods.

It is important, however, that engineers recognize that E-Force alone is

not the answer. Further improvements in areas such as engineer mobility,

communications equipment, and intelligence are necessary if engineer units

are to increase their ability to promote tactical agility. Doctrinal
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changes such as the adoption of obstacle zones described earlier will be

critical in shortening the entire planning-to-execution process. In short,

the full spectrum of activities found within the combined arms team must be

analyzed for ways to shorten their duration. This will require

inter-branch cooperation, dialogue, and broad thinking.

In the final analysis, TIME, in all its manifestations, is the real

enemy to the notion of tactical agility.
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